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CAR PARKING SHADES SUPPLIER IN UAE  



ABOUT US 
Bay Fab Shade Designing LLC are a presumed 

and capable underlying planner and fabricator 

constructing firm in Sharjah, UAE. Our 

administrations chiefly incorporate Planning, 

Suppling, Creation and Establishment of Shade 

structures. Our reputation stems from the 

exceptional and devoted team of engineers who 

carry out steel work for roof features and fabric 

shade structures. We have a great power that are 

equipped for executing any sort of venture 

which is connected with Steel structure, Ductile 

construction, Overhangs and Vehicle leaving 

conceals. Our manufacture and erection office 

executes projects as per the modern QA/QC 

standard and our Designing Plan Division are 

upheld with most recent complex PC Supported 

Framework. Our development brings up 

fundamentally the grade and nature of big 

business.  
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 Car parking shades 
 Tensile shade 
  structure Steel and Aluminium Fabrication 
 Awning and Canopies 

 Outdoor, Stadium & Roof Shades 
 Sun shades and Swimming pool shades 
 Solar Shades 

 

PRODUCTS 
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CAR PARKING SHADES SUPPLIER IN UAE  
Heat can swallow the quality of outdoor objects UAE, but definitely not yours if you avail the service 

of Gulf Fab Shade Engineering L.L.C the best car parking shades Company in UAE. Gulf Fab Shade 

Engineering L.L.C is one of the paramount vendor sand parking shade manufacturers in UAE of better 

grade Car park Structures with a variety of high technology application designs. Gulf Fab Shade 

Engineering L.L.C is a highly experienced car parking shades Company in UAE. We are offering 

various styles of extensive worth car parking shades both for domestic and commercial uses over 

United Arab Emirates. The major advantages of our shade structures are that the tensile shades cover 

larger areas easily and with years of expertise in this our engineer’s structures have very less chances 

to slag and flap over time.  



CONTACT INFO 
P.O.Box 62730, Sharjah-U.A.E 

info@gulffab.com 
971504803634,+971506302097 
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